Demand Solutions
Forecast Management
Finally, Forecasts That Make Sense

At Demand Solutions, we have a bias towards simplicity and common sense in everything
we do – including how Demand Solutions generates its forecasts. We have worked with
customers in more than 75 countries to refine an approach to forecasting based on logical,
understandable and highly effective forecasting formulas.
Demand Solutions automatically selects the best of its 26 formulas for each of your items – based
on a “best fit” simulation of how well each formula was able to predict the item’s known demand.
With understandable (and reliable) forecasts, communication and collaboration are
enhanced. The creation of a forecast is just the first step in the process. A forecast must also
be communicated throughout an organization and often must be “sold” in the process. When
managers can discuss forecasts in understandable terms, the decisions that result from those
forecasts are more effective.

View – And Manage – Your Business At Any Level Of Detail
As a general rule, if you can quantify what you need to know, you can find the answer in
Demand Solutions. Including:
• What are my total sales by brand? In dollars? In Euros? Any currency?
• What’s the current fiscal year projection for each of our business units 			
and for the entire company?
• Which segment of our business projects the best growth this year?
• Which items have the highest inventory turns? The fewest?
• Who are my most profitable customers?
Demand Solutions enables you to combine groups of items into a consolidated view of the
business that best supports your needs and interests. Unlike some systems that require your
IT department to hard-code your product family structures or pyramid relationships, Demand
Solutions product family groupings are user-defined. From day one, Demand Solutions users
can define and create their own product families, reflecting the dynamic ways your sales,
marketing, production planning, purchasing, finance and other managers view your business.
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Focus On What’s Important
The best way to find a needle in a haystack is to shrink the haystack and to use a magnet.
Demand Solutions includes numerous manage-by-exception options that enable you to use
your knowledge of the business to quantify exception conditions, and then use the system’s
“Filters” and “Dynamic Range Selection” capabilities as the magnets that enable you to zero in
on the items that require your attention.
In addition, you can use ABC Analysis to rank any segment of your business (Items, Customers,
Product Families, etc.) to focus on your most profitable opportunities and to weed out the
under performers. Many managers take the 80/20 principal for granted. However, when
Demand Solutions quickly shows you that 90% of your revenue comes from 10% of your
customers or that the bottom 40% of the items that you carry account for just 1% of your Gross
Margins, you will quickly begin to benefit from the insights that Demand Solutions provides.

Objectively Manage New Product Introductions
Forecasting is never easy. Forecasting new products - for which you have no history, but
for which you might have an abundance of subjective enthusiasm - just might be the most
difficult forecasting challenge there is.
Forecast Management’s Curves enable you to objectively forecast new products by cloning
the demand pattern from similar products, and then updating your new product forecasts
by applying their initial actual sales to the Curve. While it’s undeniably difficult to accurately
forecast new products, it’s equally hard to be objective about their prospects. Forecast
Management’s Curves respond quickly and dispassionately to each new product’s initial sales.
Demand Solutions also includes a Supersession feature that enables you to easily manage
product phase-outs and phase-ins.

You Are Smarter Than The Software
It’s important to remember that the software is a tool—and that many managers will have
insights and information that can be easily integrated to improve the quality of your forecasts.
Demand Solutions will accept multiple inputs—including customer forecasts, management
overrides, anecdotal notes about future developments, promotional curves and much more.
Forecasting is a process that can be consistently improved over time; the disciplined process
that Demand Solutions will help you build is even more important than the software.

Flexible Data Exchange Capabilities
Our clients use Demand Solutions as the forecasting front end to virtually every ERP package.
We accept the challenge of making it as simple as possible to interface with your existing
systems and to move your data into and out of our software.
Demand Solutions point-and-click User-Definable Import/Export utility enables you to quickly
and simply define the data that you are importing or exporting. Also, the DS Batch Builder is a
very intuitive tool for scripting your repetitive procedures.

Dashboards For Better Response
Demand Solutions Dashboards provide a way to visually present critical data in summary
form. The Dashboard functionality can be customized by job function so planners can see the
views they need and everyone can make quick decisions and respond to management’s everchanging desire to see forecasting information in multiple formats.
All the forecasting data you need for smart business decisions is within Demand Solutions
Forecast Management. And now with the Dashboards, you can view data as information to
help optimize inventory and maximize profits.

